
Year 4 English Starters 15th June 

Monday 

1) These sentences contain some errors. Underline the words which are 

incorrect. 

- The rain poured down, so Dad took a umbrella from his bag and held it 

over my head. 

- An drop of rain rolled down the umbrella and dripped on my foot. “What 

an miserable day,” sighed Dad. 

 

2) Could you add ALL the missing punctuation to this sentence? Rewrite 

correctly below. 

do you want it any higher asked the gallery caretaker 

 ______________________________________________________ 

 

3) Rewrite this sentence with an added subordinate clause that contains a 

conjunction. 

The golf tournament might get cancelled.  ________________________ 

 

4) Decide whether each sentence is an exclamation, a statement or a 

question: 

- What would you like for lunch      _____________ 

- My new puppy is called Pickles  _____________ 

- What a good friend you are   _____________ 

 

5) Can you think of a ‘ph’ word to match picture? 

 ________________________    _______________ 

 

    __________________ 



Year 4 English Starters 15th June 

Tuesday 

 

1) Rewrite this text using Standard English 

I don’t have nothing to wear! 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

2) Can you underline the main clause in this sentence and circle the 

subordinating conjunction? 

Stone Age men were very skilled hunters because they had to catch 

their own food to survive. 

 

3) Mr Whoops has made three silly spelling mistakes. Can you help him to 

correct them? Use a dictionary if you need to. 

I always struggle to remembur important and speshial dates, which is 

why I accidentilly forgot my mum’s birthday last week. 

 

4) Can you think of the root words which, when added to these prefixes, will 

match the definitions? 

A task that can’t be done.   Im____________ 

Against the law.    Il_____________ 

 

5) Correctly punctuate the direct speech in this sentence. 

What would you like on your sandwich asked the man in the apron. 
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Wednesday 

1) Complete the table by turning these adjectives into adverbs. The first one 

has been done for you. 

Adjective Adverb 

sad sadly 

angry  

simple  

dramatic  

 

2) Fill the gap with a suitable subordination conjunction. Then, add an 

adjective. 

Alex sent a postcard from Scotland ______________ he was on 

holiday. 

 

3) Underline the adverb in this sentence. 

The man politely asked the other driver to move his car. 

 

4) Write these verbs in their past tense form: 

I grow ___________  I feel ___________ 

I ring ___________  I think ___________ 

 

5) Write an adverb from each box into two 

sentences. Can you think of your own 

adverb to fill the other gap?  

_____________, get all of the ingredients out of the fridge. 

_____________, chop up all of the vegetables. 

____________, enjoy your delicious meal! 



Year 4 English Starters 15th June 

Thursday 

 

1) Add a suitable subordinating conjunction to this sentence: 

 

Dolphins breath oxygen ___________ they are mammals. 

 

2) Write these verbs in their past tense form: 

I bring ___________  I buy ____________ 

I deal ____________  I freeze ___________ 

 

3) Can you add all the missing punctuation to this sentence? 

 

Can you think of a good idea asked Ben. 

 

4) Add a full stop, exclamation mark or question mark ot the end of these 

sentences? 

- What big teeth you have, Grandma 

- Had Little Red Riding Hood recognised him 

- Do you want to give your Grandma a big kiss 

 

5) Can you unscramble these four prepositions of time? 

robefe ________   faetr _________ 

nutil __________   satp __________ 

 

 

 

 



Year 4 English Starters 15th June 

Friday 

1) Complete the table by adding a suffix to each noun to make an adjective 

Noun Adjective 

Danger  

Hope  

Hero   

 

2) Could you add the missing punctuation to this sentence? 

How did you create that lovely picture asked the curious girl 

 

3) Place ‘our’ or ‘are’ correctly in these sentences: 

- We ________ going on holiday next week in ________ caravan. 

- __________ Welsh relatives ________ planning on visit ________ house. 

 

4) Can you spot THREE spelling mistakes in Mr Whoops’ homework? Can you 

help him to spell them correctly? 

Sir Isaac Newton is fameous because he made a very inportant discovery in 

sceince.  

 ___________  ___________  ______________ 

 

5) Write suitable conjunctions in these sentences 

- The pirate looked through his telescope ______ he could see if the enemy 

were approaching. 

- He had lost his leg many years before _________ he had fallen in shark-

infested waters. 
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 ANSWERS Monday 

1) These sentences contain some errors. Underline the words which are 

incorrect. 

- The rain poured down, so Dad took a umbrella from his bag and held it 

over my head. 

- An drop of rain rolled down the umbrella and dripped on my foot. “What 

an miserable day,” sighed Dad. 

2) Could you add ALL the missing punctuation to this sentence? Rewrite 

correctly below. 

do you want it any higher asked the gallery caretaker 

______”Do you want it any higher?” asked the gallery caretaker.____ 

 

3) Rewrite this sentence with an added subordinate clause that contains a 

conjunction. 

The golf tournament might get cancelled.  

 ___The golf tournament might get cancelled because of the rain.____ 

4) Decide whether each sentence is an exclamation, a statement or a 

question: 

- What would you like for lunch      __question____ 

- My new puppy is called Pickles  __statement____ 

- What a good friend you are   ___Exclamation__ 

 

5) Can you think of a ‘ph’ word to match picture? 

 ___photograph______    __alphabet____ 

 

 __sphere____    
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ANSWERS Tuesday 

 

1) Rewrite this text using Standard English 

I don’t have nothing to wear! 

_____I do not have anything to wear!_______________________ 

 

2) Can you underline the main clause in this sentence and circle the 

subordinating conjunction? 

Stone Age men were very skilled hunters because they had to catch 

their own food to survive. 

 

3) Mr Whoops has made three silly spelling mistakes. Can you help him to 

correct them? Use a dictionary if you need to. 

I always struggle to remember important and special dates, which is 

why I accidentally forgot my mum’s birthday last week. 

 

4) Can you think of the root words which, when added to these prefixes, will 

match the definitions? 

A task that can’t be done.   Impossible 

Against the law.    Illegal 

 

5) Correctly punctuate the direct speech in this sentence. 

“What would you like on your sandwich?” asked the man in the apron. 
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ANSWERS Wednesday 

1) Complete the table by turning these adjectives into adverbs. The first one 

has been done for you. 

Adjective Adverb 

sad sadly 

angry Angrily 

simple Simply 

dramatic dramatically 

 

2) Fill the gap with a suitable subordination conjunction. Then, add an 

adjective. 

Alex sent a postcard from Scotland ___as__ he was on winter holiday. 

 

3) Underline the adverb in this sentence. 

The man politely asked the other driver to move his car. 

 

4) Write these verbs in their past tense form: 

I grow __grown____  I feel ___felt_____ 

I ring ____rung____  I think ____thought____ 

 

5) Write an adverb from each box into two 

sentences. Can you think of your own 

adverb to fill the other gap?  

___Firstly____, get all of the ingredients out of the fridge. 

___Then____, chop up all of the vegetables. 

__Finally____, enjoy your delicious meal! 
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ANSWERS Thursday 

 

1) Add a suitable subordinating conjunction to this sentence: 

 

Dolphins breath oxygen __because___ they are mammals. 

 

2) Write these verbs in their past tense form: 

I bring __brought___  I buy _bought___ 

I deal __delt___  I freeze _froze____ 

 

3) Can you add all the missing punctuation to this sentence? 

 

“Can you think of a good idea?” asked Ben. 

 

4) Add a full stop, exclamation mark or question mark ot the end of these 

sentences? 

- What big teeth you have, Grandma! 

- Had Little Red Riding Hood recognised him. 

- Do you want to give your Grandma a big kiss? 

 

5) Can you unscramble these four prepositions of time? 

robefe ____before____   faetr ___after______ 

nutil _____until_____   satp _____past_____ 
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ANSWERS Friday 

1) Complete the table by adding a suffix to each noun to make an adjective 

Noun Adjective 

Danger Dangerous 

Hope Hopeful 

Hero  Heroic 

 

2) Could you add the missing punctuation to this sentence? 

“How did you create that lovely picture? asked the curious girl. 

 

3) Place ‘our’ or ‘are’ correctly in these sentences: 

- We _are___ going on holiday next week in _our__ caravan. 

- __Our__ Welsh relatives _are__ planning on visit __our___ house. 

 

4) Can you spot THREE spelling mistakes in Mr Whoops’ homework? Can you 

help him to spell them correctly? 

Sir Isaac Newton is fameous because he made a very inportant discovery in 

sceince.  

 __famous___  __important__  ___science____ 

 

5) Write suitable conjunctions in these sentences 

- The pirate looked through his telescope _and__ he could see if the enemy 

were approaching. 

- He had lost his leg many years before __when___ he had fallen in shark-

infested waters. 

 

 


